
Arkay Zero Proof Arkay prides itself on
delivering identical taste and burn to real
liquors

ARKAY ZERO PROOF COLLECTION

Arkay is a premium alcohol-free

alternative distinguished by its use of the

best ingredients on the market and the

expertise of the best olfactive chemists.

NEW YORK, NY, USA, July 15, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Since 2011,

Arkay has been revolutionizing the

non-alcoholic beverage industry by

creating a diverse range of alcohol-free

options, including Whiskey alternatives,

Vodka, Rum, Agave spirit, and Gin, all

boasting an impressive 0.0% ABV.

Crafted with all-natural ingredients,

Arkay spirits offer the perfect solution for adults seeking a guilt-free drink or expecting mothers.

Arkay stands out as a premium alcohol-free alternative, priding itself on delivering the exact

taste, burn, and kick of real liquors. Years of dedication have culminated in this perfection,

setting Arkay apart from its competitors. 

With premium offerings that mirror the flavor and intensity of traditional liquors, Arkay has

become the preferred choice for many. Embraced by millions of Americans, Arkay Zero Proof

continues to lead the way in innovative non-alcoholic beverages. 

Today, Arkay Zero Proof is gaining immense popularity as a leading spirits alternative in the US.

This is attributed to its striking resemblance to traditional liquors, captivating customers with

each purchase.

Arkay Zero Proof unveils a stunning array of 10 new flavors, ranging from London Gin to Vodka,

all packaged in exquisite, engraved glass bottles with wooden caps. These premium offerings

mirror the flavor and intensity of traditional liquors, making them a preferred choice for many.

Loved by millions of Americans, Arkay Zero Proof continues to lead the way in innovative non-
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alcoholic beverages.

Proud to be recognized as the most awarded non-alcoholic spirit beverage company globally,

Arkay Zero Proof sets the standard for excellence in the industry. With a commitment to quality

and innovation, we are making waves in the world of refreshing non-alcoholic drinks.

As pioneers in the market for non-alcoholic beverages, Arkay Zero Proof stands at the forefront

of a booming industry. Anticipated to reach a staggering $136 billion by 2030, the market for

these drinks is growing rapidly, and we are excited to be part of this exciting journey towards a

more diverse and inclusive beverage landscape. 

ABOUT ARKAY BEVERAGES

Since 2011, Arkay Beverages has been fine-tuning various zero-proof spirit recipes, including

vodka, tequila, gin, whisky, bourbon, and brandy, among many others, for the appreciation of

fine liquor without the alcohol.

ArKay, the world's first alcohol-free, liquor-flavored drink, is designed for everyone to enjoy. The

exceptional taste of liquor without the alcohol content makes it a perfect beverage day or night.

ArKay has 0% alcohol. It is designed to allow individuals with medical conditions or religious

beliefs that prohibit alcohol consumption and drink. Imagine being able to enjoy your favorite

drink at parties without worrying about drinking and driving. You will not miss a thing, as ArKay

tastes and looks exactly like traditional liquor. It is suitable for drinking straight-up, on the rocks,

or with your favorite mixers. Arkay Beverages is a family-owned business. Arkay is not part of a

large multinational conglomerate.

ABOUT REYNALD VITO GRATTAGLIANO ARKAY''s founder

Meet Reynald Vito Grattagliano, an entrepreneur and philanthropist dedicated to tackling global

challenges through innovation. Reynald is the mastermind behind the alcohol-free spirit

movement, offering a sober alternative for a night out. With a rich family legacy in the perfume

industry, he became a perfumer millionaire by 30, expanding his empire globally and generating

substantial wealth.

As the visionary founder of Arkay Beverages, Reynald goes beyond traditional boundaries,

focusing on creating ventures that drive real change. His bold vision extends to space

exploration, with plans to harness lunar resources for groundbreaking innovations back on

Earth. 

In 2024 Due to illness Reynald stepped down from Arkay Beverages, he is replaced by Alejandro

Valenzuela who is taking care of business. 
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www.arkayzeroproof.mx

www.arkaybeverages.com

Arkay Zero Proof LLC is part of Arkay Zero Proof Mexico

ALEJANDRO VALENZUELA

ARKAY ZERO PROOF LLC
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/727562982
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